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APPLICATION NOTES

Rapid screening for protein solubility and expression
The Expresso® Solubility and Expression Screening System uses a simple ligase-free cloning strategy
and a single PCR product to construct and test seven distinct protein fusion partners in parallel over
the course of a few days. This multiplexed system simplifies the screening of fusion partners and
greatly increases the chances of obtaining improved expression and solubility of target proteins.
Many heterologous proteins are insoluble or poorly expressed in

with a native isoelectric point (pI) of 4.6 that remains folded under high

Escherichia coli. One way to address this problem is to fuse a ‘solubility

temperature and low pH.

tag’ to the target protein. Vectors for cloning and expressing solubility

Each vector contains the rhaPBAD promoter for stable cloning and

tags are available in numerous formats and include fusion partners such

strong tunable expression within a single host strain8. The vectors also

as maltose-binding protein (MBP)1, glutathione S-transferase (GST)2,

encode a 6xHis tag at the N terminus of each fusion tag to facilitate

small ubiquitin-related modifier (SUMO)3 and others. For reasons

affinity-column purification. A TEV protease recognition sequence

unknown, no single tag is universally successful, and it is currently

joins each fusion tag to the N terminus of the target protein. Thus, the

impossible to predict which fusion partner will perform optimally for

fusion tags can be easily cleaved from the protein of interest using

a given target protein.

SelecTEV™ protease after expression and purification. SelecTEV

Empirical fusion-tag selection is the best option for important target

protease and the fusion tags all contain N-terminal His tags and can be

proteins that are poorly or improperly expressed in E. coli; however,

removed from TEV digestion reactions by immobilized-metal affinity

there is no unified system for rapid screening to identify the best tag.

chromatography (IMAC) purification.

Variability among designs and disparate cloning strategies not only
make it difficult to test different fusion partners against an important
target, but also obfuscate meaningful comparisons once the fusions
have been achieved.

The pSol suite of fusion vectors
The Expresso Solubility and Expression Screening System features a
diverse set of fusion partners in a unified vector design (Fig. 1). Seven
distinct fusion tags engineered into a suite of cloning-ready pSol
vectors enable rapid evaluation in parallel. Several tags were chosen
because of their common use and proven success as solubilityenhancing factors (MBP, GST and SUMO). Others were included on
the basis of published reports describing them as factors with innate
abilities to improve the solubility of proteins fused to them (SlyD4, Bla5
and Tsf6). Amino acid composition is a major factor contributing to
protein solubility, with acidic amino acids having a positive influence
on protein folding. In our search for additional solubility-enhancing
factors, we found the hypothermostable protein AFV 1-99 from

Figure 1 | Features of the pSol expression vectors.

Acidianus filamentous virus 1 (ref. 7). AFV1-99 is a 13.5-kDa protein
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With current technology, fusion-tag selection is a time-consuming
trial-and-error process that lacks uniformity in promoter selection
and cloning technologies. The Expresso system uses a simple in vivo
recombination-based cloning strategy and a single PCR amplicon
that is cloned instantly and seamlessly into all of the pSol expression
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vectors9 (Fig. 2). The process does not require DNA purification or

Protein expression was tested using a convenient autoinduction

treatment with restriction enzymes, ligase or recombinase. Following

procedure. Cultivation in LB-Miller medium supplemented with 0.2%

PCR amplification of the open reading frame, 1 μl of crude PCR

rhamnose and 0.05% glucose enabled growth without induction until

product and 2 μl of preprocessed vector are added to tubes containing

the glucose had been depleted. As expected, when GH1 was expressed

chemically competent E. cloni™ 10G cells and transformed via

with only an N-terminal His tag, the bulk of the protein partitioned

standard procedures. The cloning process is directional, seamless

to the insoluble fraction after cell lysis (Fig. 3). Marked increases in

and 90% efficient. Transformed colonies are screened by PCR before

expression and solubility were observed when GH1 was fused to Tsf,

expression of the fusion proteins is induced with rhamnose. The entire

Bla and MBP, but smaller improvements were observed with AFV, SlyD,

workflow can be completed in 4 d.

SUMO and GST. Overexpressed GH1 was purified to homogeneity
and remained soluble, even after removal of the fusion tag (Fig. 3).
Examinations of other target-protein fusions have identified distinct sets
of effective fusion partners that generate similar enhanced expression
and solubility, but with different partners.

Conclusion
Target proteins respond uniquely and unpredictably to fusion partners,
necessitating lengthy and labor-intensive efforts to find tags that
Figure 2 | Expresso solubility and expression workflow. The Expresso Solubility
and Expression Screening System enables multiplexed evaluation of expression
and solubility.

promote enhanced expression and solubility. The Expresso Solubility
and Expression Screening System represents a significant improvement
in the process by which solubility tags are selected. Past methods of
selecting fusion partners involved cumbersome cloning methods that

Enhanced expression and solubility of GH1

were too frequently incompatible with insert sequences, and were

The pituitary form of human growth hormone (GH1) is an example of

thus ill suited to the testing of multiple partners for the expression of

E. coli10.

important proteins. With the Expresso System, the cloning, expression

We subjected GH1 to a fusion-partner optimization screen using the

and evaluation of seven different solubility tags can be completed in

Expresso Solubility and Expression Screening System. The GH1-coding

a matter of days.

an important protein known for insoluble overexpression in

region was first amplified with primers that added 18 base pairs of
Because empty-vector background with the pSol vectors is typically
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very low (<5%), minimal screening is necessary. Analysis of two

1.

vector-homologous flanking sequence to each end of the amplicon.

candidates for each fusion type by colony PCR verified the presence of
the GH1 insert in all cases (data not shown).
a

b

c

Figure 3 | Expression and purification of soluble GH1. (a) Screening for soluble
GH1 fusion proteins. T, total protein; S, soluble fraction; I, insoluble pellet. Red
stars indicate migration of GH1 fusion proteins. (b) Fusion-tag removal and
purification of detagged GH1. Lanes 1 and 2 show purified Bla-GH1 fusion
protein before and after cleavage with SelecTEV protease. Lanes 3, 4 and 5 show
flow-through, wash and elution fractions from IMAC purification following
the cleavage reaction. Free GH1 was present in the flow-through. M, marker
proteins. (c) Purified, detagged GH1 remained soluble upon centrifugation after
72 h at 4 °C.
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